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Pattern RI Name On Entity
Description:

The Repeated Item name for the RI used in an RI type of Pattern is stored on the 
Pattern entity in a complex manner. It is carried as a text string on the first text flag 
#vestr, but is contained within other control characters - some of which are not visible. 
These invisible characters will not show when displaying the text string, however they 
will be counted if the length of the text string - $len(string) - is queried or displayed. 

Flags:
The text string containing the RI name may be extracted from the entity by selecting it. 
Once the database is pointed to the Pattern entity, executing the $data command will 
place the text string containing the RI name in the #vestr flag. This may be read using 
the $getvar utility - $getvar(#vestr).

Within the text string stored in the #vestr flag the characters are broken down as 
follows:

1-2 Both characters 1 and 2 are the ASCII character value of the flag #orio. 
The integer value of #orio is 84. The string value of character 84 in the 
ASCII table is upper case T. This may be found using $chr - $chr(#orio), 
or $chr(84). Therefore the first 2 characters are TT.

The remainder of the text string depends on the RI name:

3-4 The length of the Repeated Item name in characters is checked. This 
length is stored in character 4 of the text string.

The ASCII table number of the string character in the 4th  position of the 
text string represents the length in number of characters of the RI name. 
Example: If the ASCII table number of the 4th character is 9, it indicates 
that the Repeated Item name is 9 characters long.

icharacter4=$asc(string.pos.4)

The ASCII table number of the string character in the 3rd position of the 
text string represents the length in number of characters of the RI name 
(character 4) plus 5. In the example above.

icharacter3=$asc(string.pos.4)+5
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5 The 5th character in the string is the first character of the actual RI name. 
The name extends from the 5th character on. The name can be read from 
here and then any extra characters at the end may be truncated since the 
length of the RI name in characters is known (character 4).

Following The RI Name:

The next character following the RI name (#14 in the 9 character RI name 
example) is the ASCII table number of the number which is the length of 
the RI name in characters + 5. This is the same as character 3.

The character following (#15 in the 9 character RI name example) is the 
ASCII character value of the flag #orio (T). This is the same as 
characters 1 and 2 above.

The final two characters follow this. (#16 & #17 in the 9 character RI name 
example). They are both the same and are the ASCII character value of 
the marker flag #omrkr. The integer value of #omrkr is 34. The string 
value of ASCII table number 34 is the double quote (“). This is found using 
$chr(#omrkr) or $chr(34).

Notes:

1. For storage on the entity, the length of the RI name is always an odd number of 
characters. If the actual RI name is an even number of characters, an extra character of 
ASCII value 0 - $chr(0) is added to the end of the RI name. The ASCII table number for 
character 4 (the RI name length) will always be an odd number. The ASCII table 
number for character 3 (RI name length +5) will always be an even number.

2. In some cases where the actual RI name is an even number of characters, everything in 
the text string following the RI name itself is left off. The first 4 characters of the string 
are still calculated as described above.

3. The $asc() utility is very useful for finding the ASCII table number of a single string 
character. The inverse of this is the $chr() utility which reports the string value of the 
given ASCII table number.

Examples:

For the examples - characters contained within the brackets [ ] are not visible.

Example 1:
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For the Repeated Item name “pcp_stipple” - the name is carried on the Pattern entity as 
follows:

TT[$chr(16)][$chr(11)]pcp_stipple[$chr(16)]T””

If displayed it would appear as:

TTpcp_stippleT””

however it would still query as 19 characters long - $len(string).

The first two characters are TT. The fourth character is the length of the RI name in 
number of characters - 11. The third character is the 4th character plus 5 - 16. 
Characters 5-15 are the RI name - pcp_stipple. Character 16 is the same as character 
3. Character 17 is the same as characters 1 and 2 - T. Characters 18 and 19 are double 
quotes - “”.

Example 2:

For the Repeated Item name “pcp_siding” - the name is carried on the Pattern entity as 
follows:

TT[$chr(16)][$chr(11)]pcp_siding[$chr(0)][$chr(16)]T””

If displayed it would appear as:

TTpcp_sidingT””

and would query as 19 characters long. The breakdown would be the same as in the 
example above except that there is an extra character $chr(0) immediately after the RI 
name (character 15) in order to make the RI name an odd number of characters.

The RI name in Example 2 may also be carried on the Pattern entity as follows:

TT[$chr(16)][$chr(11)]pcp_siding

and be displayed as :

TTpcp_siding

and would query as 14 characters long. The breakdown for the first four characters 
would be the same as for the first example (including the length of the RI name 
expressed as 11, adding a character to make it an odd number). The actual RI name 
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would follow from characters 5 to 14 - without the extra character, making the entire 
string 14 characters long. Everything after the actual RI name is left off.
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